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Within the scope of studying the molecular implications of the Pb2+ cation in environmental and
polluting processes, this paper reports Hartree-Fock and density functional theory �B3LYP�
four-component relativistic calculations using an all-electron basis set applied to �Pb�H2O��2+ and
�Pb�OH��+, two complexes expected to be found in the terrestrial atmosphere. It is shown that
full-relativistic calculations validate the use of scalar relativistic approaches within the framework
of density functional theory. �Pb�H2O��2+ is found C2v at any level of calculations whereas
�Pb�OH��+ can be found bent or linear depending of the computational methodology used. When Cs

is found the barrier to inversion through the C�v structure is very low, and can be overcome at high
enough temperature, making the molecule floppy. In order to get a better understanding of the
bonding occurring between the Pb2+ cation and the H2O and OH− ligands, natural bond orbital and
atoms-in-molecule calculations have been performed. These approaches are supplemented by a
topological analysis of the electron localization function. Finally, the description of these complexes
is refined using constrained-space orbital variation complexation energy decompositions. © 2006
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2186994�
I. INTRODUCTION

Heavy metals or their cations are known to be involved
in biological processes where they usually act as poisons.1

The particular toxicity of lead, widely scattered in nature
from centuries, is well established:2–5 lead poisoning can in-
volve either Pb�II� and Pb�IV� compounds, but all sources
evolve, in vivo or in aqueous media, to a number of Pb�II�
compounds responsible for saturnism.6

The Pb2+ cation has a �Xe� 4f145d106s26p0 electronic
configuration and exhibits an especially versatile character
with respect to the hard and soft acids and bases �HSAB�
theory.7,8

Moreover, it appears to be an intermediate acid able to
bind to a large number of biochemically relevant ligands9

within very flexible coordination modes �monocoordinated
to decacoordinated�.10,11

Although complex, the aqueous chemistry of lead has
been investigated for many years in order to develop, among
others, water or soil cleanup processes, probes, sensors, or
sequestering agents. Some theoretical modelings of the sol-
vation or hydration of Pb2+ have been reported.12–14 At the
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opposite, its gas-phase chemistry is less known although a
number of species have been experimentally detected.11,15,16

Theoretical investigations on other related small and for-
mally monoliganded plumbyl species are available; see, for
example, the neutral Pb�H2O�, Pb�HO2�, PbO2, PbOH,
PbH2, PbO, PbO2, and PbO3 species involved in atmospheric
chemistry.17–19 It should be pointed out that, within this se-
ries, only PbH2 has been spectroscopically characterized by
means of its infrared spectrum.20,21

It seems to be particularly difficult to generate the mono-
hydrate �Pb�H2O��2+ in the gas phase. It has been suggested
that this might be due to the redox reaction involving Pb2+

and H2O where an effective charge-transfer occurs, leading
to Pb+ and H2O+ species. A repulsive Coulombian explosion
might then happen. In fact, this complex has been very re-
cently produced and identified by means of time-of-flight
mass spectrometry16 and has been found to be stable from
theoretical computations.12 Nevertheless, to the best of our
knowledge, no spectroscopic data �rotational or vibrational
spectra� are available for that complex, nor for �Pb�OH��+.

Theoretical investigations of such compounds require
addressing two different problems. The first one is the well-
known role of electronic correlation effects on complexation

energies and geometries. The second one arises from the fact
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that relativistic effects in Pb2+ could be strong enough to
significantly modify the expected physicochemical properties
of its complexes.22–29

Up to now, it has been possible to treat both problems,
correlation and relativity, all together, by using scalar relativ-
istic pseudopotentials coupled to the correlated techniques
usually used in quantum chemistry.9,12,13,17,18,30–38 However,
to the best of our knowledge, no four-component correlated
relativistic all-electron calculations have been performed on
�Pb�H2O��2+, nor on �Pb�OH��+, although the examination of
relativistic effects has been reported at various levels of
theory for PbO,32 PbCl4,32 Pb2,39 PbH4,32,40 and
Pb�CH3�3H.40

In this contribution, we report such calculations and
compare them to pseudopotential scalar relativistic computa-
tions �Secs. III and IV�. This way, it should be possible to
distinguish between the respective roles of correlation and
relativity as well as to comfort the relevancy of using
pseudopotential within density functional theory �DFT� sca-
lar one-component relativistic calculations, an approach that
could easily be applicable to large size systems �Sec. V�.

We also provide �Sec. VI� some insights about the na-
ture, covalent or electrostatic, of the bonding between Pb2+

and H2O or OH− by means of natural bond orbital41–43

�NBO� analysis, and atoms-in-molecules44 �AIM� or topo-
logical analysis45,46 of the electron localization function47–49

�ELF� which is a refined complement to the previous ones.
Finally, an analysis of the complexation energies is provided
within the constrained-space orbital variation50,51 �CSOV�
framework, the results of which might also be used to pa-
rametrize polarizable molecular mechanics, in order, for ex-
ample, to investigate biomimetic or bioinspired metallopro-
tein models relevant to lead poisoning.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Generals

The scalar calculations have been performed using the
GAUSSIAN03 package52 within the restricted Hartree-Fock
�RHF� and B3LYP53,54 formalisms. This functional, which
was successfully used in a previous work devoted to hydrates
of heavy cations,55 was chosen as it has proven to provide
geometries and energies close to CCSD�T� for species
closely related to those investigated here.17–19 The standard
6-31+G** basis set was used to describe the O and H atoms,
whereas scalar relativistic pseudopotentials56 �PPs� were
used for Pb2+. These are either the LANL2DZ PP by Hay and
Wadt57 coupled to a double-zeta quality basis set, or the
large-core relativistic SDD pseudopotentials by Kuelche
et al.58 For the sake of comparison with other high-quality
pseudopotentials, we also have investigated the averaged
relativistic effective PPs �AREPs�59 known in the EMSL
database60 under the CRENBS �“small core”: valence
=5d ,6s ,6p� and CRENBS �“large core”: valence=6s ,6p�
acronyms. The valence basis sets associated with these PPs,
which have been optimized on neutral atoms for LANL2DZ,
CRENBL, and CRENBS, and on quasineutral atoms for
SDD, are used as such and are characterized by the following

contraction patterns. For LANL2DZ, the valence electrons
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correspond to 6s2 and are described using a �3s3p� / �2s2p�
contraction. For the SDD pseudopotential, the same valence
definition is retained and a �4s4p1d� / �2s2p1d� contraction is
used. The CRENBS pseudopotential considered here is
coupled to a valence �3s3p� / �1s1p� Gaussian basis set. In
the following, we will use the CRENBLD acronym to refer
to the CRENBL pseudopotential provided by EMSL and re-
lying on a totally uncontracted basis set, �3s3p4d� / �3s3p4d�.
CRENBLC will be used to refer to the original CRENBL
pseudopotential relying on the �1s1p1d� contraction.59

The all-electron �AE� calculations have been performed
using Faegri’s basis sets on the heavy atom; such basis are
known to be of at least double-zeta quality.61

The four-component calculations have been performed
using the DIRAC code62 which has been recently extended to
the DFT formalism.63,64 The Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonians,65

�thereafter, DHF/AE: Dirac-HF, DB3LYP/AE: Dirac-
B3LYP� have been retained. The uncontracted small compo-
nent basis sets were generated from the large component sets
according to the kinetic balance condition. Finite size Gauss-

FIG. 1. �a� Definition of the dihedral angle � characterizing the out-of-
plane wagging deformation in the �Pb�H2O��2+ complex. This angle corre-
sponds to the angle between the Pb–O axis and the bisecting axis of the
HOH valence angle. ��b� and �c�� Most favorable approaches of the cation
toward the water molecule or the OH− anion. �b� Orbital Control: most
efficient overlap ��=135° �; �d� electrostatic control: most efficient interac-
tion between the cation charge and the water molecule static dipole ��
=180° �.
ian nuclei were used and the nuclear exponents were taken
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from a list of values recommended by Visscher and Dyall.66

All �SS/SS�- and �SS/LL�-type integrals have been explicitly
retained in the calculations.

B. Optimizations and vibrational analysis

Full geometry optimizations have been performed, al-
ways starting from a Cs structure �see Fig. 1�a�� allowed to
relax either to the C2v symmetry characterized by a
�Pb2+OHH� dihedral angle � �wagging out of plane� equal to
180.0° in �Pb�H2O��2+ or to C�v for �Pb�OH��+.

The nature of the stationary points encountered has been
characterized by a vibrational analysis performed within the
harmonic approximation. No scaling procedure has been ap-
plied. The vibrational frequencies have been used as such to
evaluate �EZPE, the zero-point- energy �ZPE� correction. The
normal modes will thereafter be labeled as follows for
�Pb�H2O��2+: � for the wagging out-of-plane mode, � for the
�HOH� bending mode, � for the Pb–O stretching mode, � for
the rocking mode, and �− and �+ for, respectively, the anti-
symmetric and symmetric stretching modes of the OH bonds.
For �Pb�OH��+, the notations become � for the Pb–O stretch-
ing mode, � for the �PbOH� bending mode, and � for the OH
stretching mode. However, it should be kept in mind that
couplings may occur that complicate the description of the
normal modes in terms of chemically relevant internal coor-
dinates. The anharmonic corrections to the vibrational wave
numbers have been determined following the perturbation
procedure implemented in GAUSSIAN03 according to the for-
malism developed by Barone.67,68

C. Interaction energies

The complexation energies used hereafter are defined ac-
cording to

	E = E�complex� − E�cation� − E�Ligand� .

The basis set superposition error �BSSE� to 	E has been
determined according to the counterpoise procedure.69,70

TABLE I. Geometrical parameters �Å and degrees� and complexation energ

Pseudopotential approach

LANL2DZ
CRENBLD
CRENBLC CRENBS

RHF B3LYP RHF B3LYP RHF B

r�Pb–O� 2.271 2.257 2.443 2.445 2.390
2.445 2.435

r�OH� 0.961 0.983 0.958 0.979 0.959
0.958 0.979

b�HOH� 127.0 126.9 126.9 127.1 127.0 12
127.1 127.2

� 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 18
180.0 180.0

	E −61.2 −67.4 −50.3 −53.4 −53.9 −5
−51.9 −56.7

D0 54.7 60.1 44.8 49.0 49.0 5
46.4 49.7
The bonding energy, positive, is defined as
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D0 = − �	E + �EBSSE + �EZPE� ,

where

�EZPE = ZPE�complex� − ZPE�Ligand� .

III. THE †Pb„H2O…‡

2+ COMPLEX

A. Structure and bonding

As seen from Table I, a C2v structure �Fig. 1�d�� is ob-
tained whatever the level of calculation considered. Using a
different basis set for O and H �DZP,71 no diffuse functions
on oxygen� and a different pseudopotential for Pb
�SBKJC72�, r�Pb–O� bond lengths ranging from
2.28 �B3LYP� to 2.31 �CC-D� Å have been reported, de-
pending on the level of calculation.12 The reference
DB3LYP/AE calculations gives a Pb–O distance of 2.34 Å.

The DB3LYP/AE value of 2.34 Å is thus in fair agree-
ment with that obtained from scalar coupled cluster calcula-
tions. This bond length is, as expected, much shorter than the
one computed in the neutral �Pb�H2O�� complex �2.74 Å for
both the 1A� and 3A� states�:18 here, both electrostatic and
covalence effects �donation from the water lone pairs to the

FIG. 2. Wagging potential energy curve as a function of � �see text for
2+

cal/mol� for the �Pb�H2O��2+ complex.

All-electron approach

SDD Nonrelativistic Relativistic

RHF B3LYP RHF B3LYP DHF DB3LYP

8 2.364 2.339 2.343 2.342 2.347 2.338

0 0.959 0.981 0.961 0.981 0.960 0.982

126.9 126.7 126.9 126.8 127.0 126.6

180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0

−55.0 −61.2 −53.4 −59.0 −53.5 −61.0

49.2 54.6
ies �k

3LYP

2.36

0.98

6.8

0.0

9.7

3.8
definition�, for the �Pb�H2O�� complex.
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6p vacant orbitals of the cation� shorten this distance. Amaz-
ingly, this bond length is quite insensitive to the inclusion of
relativity or correlation. The same remark applies for the
bending angle �HOH�.

The inclusion of electronic correlation effects �RHF/AE
versus B3LYP/AE: −0.001 Å� as well as the inclusion of
relativistic effects �RHF/AE versus DHF/AE: +0.004 Å�
leave the Pb–O bond length almost unchanged.

The B3LYP/SDD geometry is in almost perfect agree-
ment with the DB3LYP/AE results, as is the B3LYP/
CRENBS Pb–O bond length. In contrast, B3LYP/CRENBLD
gives a too long bond length �by more than 0.1 Å� whereas
B3LYP/LANL2DZ gives a too short one, by more than
0.08 Å.

It is worth noting that the wagging mode may have a
large amplitude: as seen from Fig. 2, the out-of-plane defor-
mation angle evolves in the �150°–210°� range with energy
variations less than 1 kcal/mol with respect to the C2v mini-
mum. It follows that the harmonic approximation used to

TABLE III. Geometrical parameters �Å and degrees� and complexation e
r�PbO�=1.915 Å and r�HPb�=1.818 Å; it lies 121.8 kcal/mol above �Pb�OH
stretching�, and 1559 �Pb–H stretching�.

Pseudopotential approach

LANL2DZ
CRENBLD
CRENBLC CRENBS

RHF B3LYP RHF B3LYP RHF B

r�Pb–O� 1.869 1.895 2.083 2.125 2.007
2.086 2.134

r�OH� 0.944 0.966 0.948 0.968 0.948
0.948 0.970

b�PbOH� 180.0 180.0 135.0 143.3 141.2 1
136.9 140.5

	E −374.0 −382.8 −343.4 −343.7 −352.1 −3
−343.1 −348.8

D0 366.7 374.8 340.1 341.1 347.3 3
337.4 341.6

TABLE II. B3LYP vibrational frequencies �cm−1� of
thesized values correspond to harmonic vibrational
tails�.

LANL2DZ CRENBLD

�Pb�
� 359 336
� 523 486
� 656 607
� 1669 1666
�+ 3605 3655
�− 3676 3729

�Pb
� 244 342
� 648 596
� 3880 3848
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evaluate the corresponding out-of-plane vibration may not be
reliable.

At the B3LYP/SDD level, the harmonic vibration wave
numbers amount to �Table II, cm−1� 343���, 484���, 641���,
1664���, 3627��+�, and 3703��−�.

When taking the anharmonic corrections into account,
these values become 335���, 512���, 638���, 1629���,
3448��+�, and 3502��−�.

At the B3LYP/CRENBS level, the harmonic vibrational
wave numbers are: 341���, 491���, 639���, 1669���,
3635��+�, and 3712��−�; and the anharmonic: 335���,
528���, 638���, 1633���, 3457��+�, and 3512��−�.

Clearly, the anharmonic corrections are similar for both
the SDD and CRENBS pseudopotentials. A decrease by
about 200 cm−1 for the two OH stretching modes is observed
in both cases: such an anharmonicity, about 5.5% of the har-
monic value, is commonly observed for such modes. The �

mode decreases by only 30 cm−1, and the � and � modes
remain almost unchanged and are thus harmonic. More inter-

es �kcal/mol� for the �Pb�OH��+ complex. �HPbO�+ is found linear with
The associated vibrational frequencies are �cm−1� 252 �bending�, 696 �Pb–O

All-electron approach

SDD Nonrelativistic Relativistic

a RHF B3LYP RHF B3LYP DHF DB3LYP

6 1.949 1.957 1.968 1.998 1.975 2.013

0 0.945 0.966 0.943 0.966 0.948 0.971

161.4 180.0 162.4 162.9 143.7 141.0

−358.2 −368.8 −364.3 −369.4 −359.1 −370.6

352.6 362.5

�Pb�H2O��2+ and �Pb�OH��+ complexes. The paren-
encies corrected for anharmonicity �see text for de-

ENBLC CRENBS SDD

��2+

342 341 �335� 343 �335�
507 491 �528� 484 �512�
630 639 �638� 641 �638�

1675 1669�1633� 1664�1629�
3653 3635�3457� 3627�3448�
3726 3712�3512� 3703�3502�

��+

416 422 �289� 87
594 604 �590� 623

3829 3821�3637� 3883
nergi
��+.

3LYP

2.03

0.97

39.6

63.6

58.1
the
frequ

CR

H2O

�OH
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esting is the increase by about 40 cm−1 for the wagging out-
of-plane � mode: this shift amounts to about 7.5% of the
harmonic value. As anticipated, the wagging mode appears
anharmonic.

B. Binding energy

The computed DB3LYP/AE reference value for the com-
plexation energy amounts to 	E=−61.0 kcal/mol. Values
ranging from −64.1 �HF� to −73.5 �B3LYP� kcal/mol have
been reported for scalar relativistic calculations.12 Both
B3LYP/CRENBLD and B3LYP/LANL2DZ calculations pro-
vide complexation energies differing by more than
5 kcal/mol from the DB3LYP/AE value.

Because of the computational cost required to estimate
the ZPE correction at the DB3LYP/AE level, it has been
estimated at the B3LYP/SDD level �Table II�. This leads to
D0= +54±1 kcal/mol for this complex if restricting to the a
priori most reliable B3LYP/CRENBS and B3LYP/SDD
calculations.

IV. THE †Pb„OH…‡

+ COMPLEX

A. Structure

Table III gathers most of the geometry optimization re-
sults.

At the B3LYP/CRENBS level of calculation, the
�HPbO�+ structure lies 121.8 kcal/mol above �Pb�OH��+:
this connectivity will thus not be investigated further in this
paper. The discussion will hereafter focus on �Pb�OH��+ and,
first, on the geometry: linear or bent.

If correlation is neglected, all approaches but HF/
LANL2DZ predict a bent structure. However, if we follow
the conclusions of the previous section, the LANL2DZ
pseudopotential should not be considered as reliable for this
kind of plumbyl complexes.

At correlated levels, still all but B3LYP/SDD calcula-
tions predict a bent structure �Fig. 1�c��. For the
DB3LYP/AE approach, the bending PbOH angle amounts to
141° and the complexation energy to −370.6 kcal/mol. Such
a bent structure seems to be confirmed by the B3LYP/
CRENBS calculation �139.6°�. Such angular values are close
to that expected if the interaction is under orbital control

FIG. 3. Potential energy curves for the �Pb�OH��+ complex as a function of
the �PbOH� bending angle.
�Fig. 1�c��. Surprisingly, the B3LYP/SDD calculation
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�180.0°� does not agree with the DB3LYP/AE computation.
We have performed an optimization constrained to linearity
at the DB3LYP/AE level: the complexation energy has been
found to be −369.8 kcal/mol. At this level, there is thus less
than 1 kcal/mol between the linear and the bent structure.
The potential energy curves relative to the bending mode are
reported in Fig. 3 for several computational approaches. It is
clear that, whatever the methodology used, these curves are
especially flat which explains why the bending angle found
from different levels of calculations can vary from 139.6° to
180.0°: from Fig. 3, it is seen that the bending can scan an
amplitude of 60° �from about 120° to about 180°� with en-
ergy variations not exceeding 1.5 kcal/mol.

Such a large amplitude, which might be twice as large if
no barrier exists, leads to question the validity of the har-
monic approximation in evaluating vibrational frequencies.

The calculations have been complemented �Table IV� by
MP2/SDD and CCSDT/CRENBS computations which give
b�PbOH�=160.6° and 138.9°, respectively. For all methods
giving a bent minimum, optimizations constrained to linear-
ity give transition states, the imaginary frequencies of which
correspond to the bending mode �Table V�. B3LYP/
CRENBS thus appears to be the best approach to reproduce
the geometrical parameters given by the DB3LYP/AE calcu-
lations. At this level, the purely electronic energy barrier be-
tween the optimized 139.6° structure and the 180° transition
state amounts to 0.9 kcal/mol. Including the ZPE corrections
reduces this value by 186 cm−1 and gives a barrier height of
about 0.4 kcal/mol.

TABLE IV. Geometrical parameters �Å and degrees�, complexation energies
�kcal/mol�, and vibrational frequencies �cm−1� for the �Pb�OH��+ complex at
the MP2 and CCSD�T� levels of calculation.

CCSD�T�

MP2
SDDCRENBS SDD

r�Pb–O� 2.044 1.991 1.980
r�OH� 0.969 0.966 0.967

b�PbOH� 138.9 153.1 160.6
	E −353.3 −362.1 −360.2
D0 346.9 354.7 353.0
� 462 34 128
� 605 613 623
� 3880 3912 3908

TABLE V. Geometrical parameters �Å and degrees�, complexation energies
�kcal/mol�, and vibrational frequencies �cm−1� for the �Pb�OH��+ complex
constrained to linearity.

B3LYP
CRENBLD

B3LYP
CRENBLC

B3LYP
CRENBS

DB3LYP
AE

r�Pb–O� 2.104 2.109 2.010 1.989
r�OH� 0.966 0.968 0.968 0.969

b�PbOH� 180.0 180.0 180.0 180.0
	E −343.3 −347.9 −362.7 −369.8
� 612 607 618
� 247i 312i 311i
� 3872 3861 3867
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If we now focus on the Pb–O bond length, we observe
that the B3LYP/LANL2DZ value is significantly too short
when compared to the DB3LYP/AE value, whereas the
B3LYP/CRENBLD length is significantly too long. At vari-
ance, both CRENBS and SDD provide a bond length in good
agreement with that obtained from the fully relativistic com-
putation. Correlation slightly increases the Pb–O bond length
�RHF/AE versus B3LYP/AE: −0.03 Å� as also do relativistic
effects �RHF/AE versus DHF/AE: −0.04 Å�.

For �Pb�OH��+ in its optimized bent structure, we have,
at the B3LYP/CRENBS level, the following vibrational wave
numbers �cm−1�:

harmonic: 422���,604���,3821��� ,

anharmonic: 289���,590���,3637��� .

Once again an about 200 cm−1 decrease of the OH
stretching mode is observed. More surprisingly the anhar-
monic effects affect the � mode the most: a decrease of
133 cm−1 is observed �−31.5%!� while the bending mode �
decreases only by 2.3%. Such a behavior is rather striking:
the � mode was expected to be the least harmonic one since
it exhibits the largest amplitude motion.

The situation might, however, be drastically different if,
due to temperature, the barrier �0.4 kcal/mol� at
b�Pb–O–H�=180° could be crossed over: in such situations,
the system should be considered as floppy and may exhibit a
different IR signature. Such cases, the treatment of which
requires a dynamic treatment, are currently under investiga-
tion and will be published in due time.

B. Binding energy

The 	E=−370.6 kcal/mol complexation energy ob-
tained at the DB3LYP/AE level is well reproduced by the
B3LYP/SDD computation, and fairly well at the B3LYP/
CRENBS level. The absolute differences amount to 1.80 and
7 kcal/mol, respectively, which correspond to relative errors

TABLE VI. Orbital �spinor� absolute energies �a.u.� for the water molecule 3
6s2 and 6p0 levels of the Pb2+ cation. Conventions have been chosen for the
representation of the C2v group.

Pseudopotential approach

CRENBS
CRENBLD
CRENBLC LANL2

RHF B3LYP RHF B3LYP RHF

H2O �3a1�2 −0.581 −0.394 −0.581 −0.394 −0.581
H2O �1b1�2 −0.510 −0.321 −0.510 −0.321 −0.510
OH− �1
�4 −0.104 0.047 −0.104 0.047 −0.104
OH− �3��2 −0.250 −0.089 −0.250 −0.089 −0.250
Pb2+ �6s1/2�2 −1.118 −1.041 −1.105

−1.119
−1.005
−1.039

−1.112

Pb2+ �6p1/2�0 −0.494 −0.606 −0.479 −0.583 −0.493
−0.495 −0.597

Pb2+ �6p3/2�0 −0.494 −0.606 −0.479 −0.583 −0.493
−0.495 −0.597

aAveraged energy between the 6p1/2 and 6p3/2 spinors.
of 0.5% and 1.9%. The situation is surprisingly bad for
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B3LYP/CRENBLD: the error amounts to 26.9 kcal/mol
�7.3%�. For B3LYP/LANL2DZ, the complexation energy is
overestimated by 12.2 kcal/mol �3.4%�, but we recall that
within this approach the Pb–O length has been found signifi-
cantly too short. Clearly, it is to be concluded that
LANL2DZ and CRENBLD are not reliable, as such, to deal
with this compound. The D0 values amount to 362.5 and
358.1 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/SDD and B3LYP/CRENBS,
respectively.

V. DISCUSSION: RELIABILITY OF THE
PSEUDOPOTENTIAL APPROACH

As detailed in the previous sections �Tables I and III�,
there is a very nice agreement between the four-component
DB3LYP/AE calculations and the B3LYP/PP approach if us-
ing the SDD or CRENBS pseudopotentials. These agree-
ments are found for the complexation energies and for the
geometries, especially for the Pb–O bond length. The
LANL2DZ and CRENBLD pseudopotentials perform badly,
very certainly for different reasons which we will investigate
in the following.

A. The location of the 6s and 6p spinors

Table VI collects the absolute energy of the highest va-
lence 6s1/2, 6p1/2, and 6p3/2 spinors of Pb2+ computed using
either pseudopotentials or the AE basis set.

There is a good agreement between the energies found
for 6s1/2 by the B3LYP/PP approaches when compared to
that computed from DB3LYP/AE on the one hand, and be-
tween the RHF/PP and DHF/AE values on the other hand.
This result is in perfect agreement with the way the CREN,
LANL2DZ, and SDD pseudopotentials have been elaborated
�calibration on DHF calculations�. The lowering of this level
due to relativity is about −0.142 a.u. �DHF/AE versus
RHF/AE values� but is somehow counterbalanced by a cor-
relation energy value of 0.057 a.u. �B3LYP/AE versus RHF/

d 1b1 lone pairs, for the OH− anion 1
 and 3� lone pairs, together with the
r molecule in order that the pure 2pO lone pair belongs to the B1 irreducible

All-electron approach

SDD Nonrelativistic Relativistic

P RHF B3LYP RHF B3LYP RHF DB3LYP

4 −0.581 −0.394 −0.581 −0.391 −0.581 −0.391
1 −0.510 −0.321 −0.510 −0.318 −0.510 −0.317
7 −0.104 0.047 −0.104 0.051 −0.104 0.051
9 −0.250 −0.089 −0.250 −0.087 −0.250 −0.087
6 −1.101 −1.206 −0.967 −0.910 −1.109 −1.039

8 −0.483 −0.600 −0.472 −0.602 −0.522 −0.668
−0.480a −0.615a

8 −0.483 −0.600 −0.472 −0.602 −0.459 −0.588
−0.480a −0.615a
a1 an
wate

DZ

B3LY

−0.39
−0.32

0.04
−0.08
−1.03

−0.61

−0.61
AE�. The energetic decrease due to coupled correlation/
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relativity effects amounts to 0.072 a.u. �DB3LYP/AE versus
RHF/AE� which is very close to the 0.0850 a.u. value ob-
tained by just summing the above-mentioned correlation and
relativity contributions.

For the 6p level, we use as a reference the DB3LYP/AE
values averaged over the two 6p1/2 and 6p3/2 spinors:
−0.615 a.u. The B3LYP/CRENBS �−0.606 a.u.�, B3LYP/
LANL2DZ �−0.618 a.u.�, and B3LYP/SDD �−0.600 a.u.�
compare favorably with the DB3LYP/AE value. This is
clearly not the case for B3LYP/CRENBLD: this value
amounts to −0.583 a.u., which, however, compares favorably
to the −0.588 a.u. reported for the sole 6p3/2 spinor at the
DB3LYP/AE level. The fact that the B3LYP/CRENBLD 6p
level is too high in energy might explain the poor 	E values
obtained using this pseudopotential for both �Pb�H2O��2+

and �Pb�OH��+. The nonprecise reproduction of the
DB3LYP/AE computations by the B3LYP/LANL2DZ ap-
proach �also see the previous sections� certainly relies on the
small expansion of the Gaussian basis set associated with
this pseudopotential.

For the 6p1/2 spinor, the lowering due to relativity
�DHF/AE versus RHF/AE� amounts to −0.05 a.u., and that
due to correlation �B3LYP/AE versus RHF/AE� to
−0.130 a.u. Both give a total lowering of −0.135 a.u., to be
compared to the exact coupled relativity/correlation effects
�DB3LYP/AE versus RHF/AE� of −0.196 a.u. For the 6p3/2

spinor, we get, respectively, +0.013 and −0.13 a.u., which
results in −0.117 a.u., a value which is to be compared to the
exact decrease of −0.116 a.u. obtained from a direct calcula-
tion. We thus observe a slightly more pronounced additivity
of relativistic and correlation effects for 6p3/2 than for 6p1/2.

B. Correlation versus relativity within the AE and PP
approaches: Methodology

The respective role of correlation and relativity and an
estimate of nonadditivity effects can be obtained from a very
simple energy decomposition.55 It relies on the following ex-
pressions where the 	E �DB3LYP/AE� value, considered as
the reference, is built from independent relativistic and cor-
relation contributions to be added to the well-defined
RHF/AE level of approximation:

	E�DB3LYP/AE� = E0 + Erc
ex,

E0 = 	E�RHF/AE� ,

Erc
ex = Ec + Er + Erc

na.

Erc
ex is the exact contribution including relativity and correla-

tion effects. Ec is the contribution issued from “pure correla-
tion,” and Er is that associated with “pure relativity.” Erc

na is a
nonadditive relativity/correlation crossed term.

We here have used the following decomposition to esti-
mate pure correlation and pure relativity contributions:

Ec = 	E�B3LYP/AE� − E0,

Er = 	E�DHF/AD� − E0.
The nonadditive term can therefore be expressed as
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Erc
na = + �	E�DB3LYP/AE� − 	E�B3LYP/AE�

− 	E�DHF/AE� + 	E�RHF/AE�� .

As relativistic effects are intrinsically included in PP calcu-
lations, only a correlation contribution can be defined within
such approaches,

	E�B3LYP/PP� = E0 + Ec,

E0 = 	E�RHF/PP� ,

Ec = 	E�B3LYP/PP� − E0.

Of course, comparing these values to the Ec values recovered
from AE calculations is not relevant. Since the relativity ef-
fect is included in the E0 value when using PPs, we thus have
to compare E0 /PP to �E0+Er�/AE. We then have to compare
Ec /PP with the remaining components of 	E�AE�, namely,
�Ec+Erc

na�/AE.

C. Correlation versus relativity within the AE and PP
approaches: Results

Table VII reports the energy decompositions �“relativity
versus correlation”� performed on �Pb�H2O��2+ and
�Pb�OH��+ for the SDD, CRENBS, and CRENBLD pseudo-
potentials.

The values of E0 /PP compare very favorably to those
given by �E0+Er� /AE for SDD and CRENBS, especially for
�Pb�OH��+, which shows that these two scalar relativistic
pseudopotentials are trustworthy to account for relativity ef-
fects. The values of Ec /PP are also in good agreement with
�Ec+Erc

na� /AE for SDD and CRENBS. CRENBLD exhibits,
however, more pronounced deviations for both complexes
and both quantities; moreover the very low value of
Ec /CRENBLD for �Pb�OH��+ is especially striking and may
result from the too highly located 6p level �cf. supra�.

At the B3LYP/CRENBS level of calculation, and for
�Pb�H2O��2+, the nonadditive correlation/relativity contribu-
tion to 	E amounts to 1.9 kcal/mol and accounts for 3.1%

TABLE VII. Energy decompositions �kcal/mol�: Correlation vs relativity
and nonadditive component.

�Pb�H2O��2+ �Pb�OH��+

AE calculations
E0 −53.4 −364.3
Ec −5.6 −5.1
E� −0.1 +5.2
Erc

ex −7.6 −6.3
Erc

na −1.9 −6.4
Erc

na /	E 3.1% 1.8%
E0+Er −53.5 −359.1
Ec+Erc

na −7.5 −11.5

Ec from PP calculations
SDD −6.2 −10.6
CRENBS −5.8 −11.5
CRENBLD −3.1 −0.3
CRENBLC −4.8 −5.7
of the total complexation energy. This is very low when com-
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pared to other monohydrate complexes: 12.5% for
�Hg�H2O��2+, 20.6% for �Au�H2O��+, but remains close to
the 5.7% found for �Ag�H2O��+.55 For �Pb�OH��+, these non-
additive effects are still lower �1.8%�. Such low values of the
nonadditive terms have to be connected to the quasiadditivity
of relativistic and correlation effects reported previously
when dealing with the location of the 6s and 6p levels. These
results thus provide another hint about the quality of the
SDD and CRENBS pseudopotentials, and a clue about the
reliability of their transferability from atomic to molecular
systems.

These two complexes are thus examples of heavy metal
complexes in which, at least for the complexation energy,

FIG. 4. �Color� ELF localization domains of �Pb�OH��+ �top� and of
�Pb�H2O��2+ �bottom� for �=0.45 �left� and �=0.85 �right�.

TABLE VIII. “Atomic” populations �e−� and charg
nuclear attractor.”

�Pb�H2O��2+

Pb O H H N

Populations
NBO 2.07 9.14 0.78
AIM 0.09 9.81 0.46
Charges
NBO 1.93 −1.14 1.22
AIM 3.91 −1.81 1.54 −

CR
Populations
NBO 2.07 9.13 0.78
AIM 0.10 9.76 0.46
Charges
NBO 1.93 −1.13 1.22
AIM 3.90 −1.76 1.54 −

CR
Populations
NBO 12.05 9.13 0.80
AIM 12.11 9.38 0.48
Charges
NBO 1.95 −1.13 1.20
AIM 1.89 −1.38 1.52
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there is a quasiadditivity of correlation and relativity effects.
This might be of interest if higher-level calculations are re-
quired: the correlation contribution could be evaluated using
the state-of-the-art scalar techniques of quantum chemistry,
separately from the relativistic contribution.

VI. ON THE NATURE OF THE Pb–O BONDING: A
TOPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS COMPLEMENTED BY AN
ENERGY DECOMPOSITION

In order to get more insight as to the nature of the bond-
ing in these complexes, complementary computations have
been carried out: �i� charge and topological analysis and �ii�
interaction energy decomposition.

A. Computational procedures: NBO, AIM, and ELF

First, NBO41 analyses have been performed on both
complexes. Such calculations have been supplemented by
AIM44 calculations, which has provided another set of
charges. Finally, the ELF47,48 has been used to get a refined
point of view �Fig. 4�: the topological analysis of this func-
tion and the integration over the localization basins have
been realized.45,46 The NBO calculations have been done ac-
cording to the implementation made in GAUSSIAN 03,52 and
the AIM and ELF computations follow those implemented in
the TOPMOD package.73,74 The results have been collected in
Tables VIII and IX and are issued from B3LYP electron den-
sities.

For the sake of comprehension, it is recalled that the
NBO analysis relies on an optimal transformation �which
will not be detailed here� of the canonical delocalized wave

+� from B3LYP calculations. NNA refers to “non-

�Pb�OH��+

Pb O H NNA

2.29 9.29 0.41 0.00
0.08 9.78 0.25 1.86

1.71 −1.29 0.59 0.00
3.92 −1.78 0.75 −1.89

S

2.33 9.23 0.43 0.00
0.10 9.76 0.27 1.83

1.67 −1.23 0.57 0.00
3.90 −1.76 0.73 −1.87

C

12.30 9.25 0.44 0.00
12.44 9.23 0.28 0.00

1.70 −1.25 0.56 0.00
1.56 −1.23 0.72 0.00
es �e

NA

SDD

0.00
1.62

0.00
1.64

ENB

0.00
1.64

0.00
1.68

ENBL

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
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function into a localized function in which chemists can
identify one-center �core electrons and lone pairs� and two-
center �bonds� contributions and, thus, interpret the molecu-
lar computations in terms of Lewis structures.

B. Qualitative interpretation: AIM results

From Table VIII, it is immediately seen that non-nuclear
attractors75 �NNAs� appear if using AIM/SDD or AIM/
CRENBS. Such critical points are rarely encountered and it
is not clearly known what physical meaning is to be ascribed
to them.76 In the present case, it seems, however, clear that
most part of the electrons assigned to the corresponding ba-
sins should, in fact, be related to the Pb atom. The difficulty
of using AIM with large-core pseudopotentials is known for
many years.77–81 Slight modifications to such pseudopoten-
tials have been proposed and proven to remedy such
artifacts.78,80,81 An example of such an artificial behavior is
thus clearly provided here as, when turning to a small-core
pseudopotential �CRENBLC�, the AIM charges and popula-
tions recover a clearly significant chemical sense and the
NNAs disappear �Table VIII�.

C. Qualitative interpretation: ELF results

In order to provide a refined and complementary view to
the AIM results, ELF calculations have been performed.

TABLE IX. Populations integrated over the ELF basins.

�Pb�H2O��2+ �Pb�OH��+

SDD
Six ELF basins Four ELF basins

C�O� 2.12 2.12
V�O� 2.22 5.75
V�O� 2.10 ¯

V�H1,O� 1.70 1.75
V�H2,O� 1.70 ¯

V�Pb� 2.14 2.36
Charge on Pb 1.86 1.64

CRENBS
Six ELF basins Four ELF basins

C�O� 2.12 2.13
V�O� 2.23 5.67
V�O� 2.10 ¯

V�H1,O� 1.70 1.75
V�H2,O� 1.70 ¯

V�Pb� 2.13 2.45
Charge on Pb 1.87 1.55

CRENBLC
Seven ELF basins Five ELF basins

C�O� 2.12 2.12
V�H1,O� 1.70 1.72
V�H2,O� 1.70 ¯

V�O,Pb� 2.24 5.74
V�O,Pb� 2.12 ¯

C�Pb� 9.93 9.94
V�Pb� 2.17 2.45

Charge on Pb 1.89 1.56
Within the framework of the topological analysis of the ELF
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function, space is partitioned into basins of attractors, each of
them having a chemical meaning.74 Such basins are classi-
fied as �i� core basins surrounding nuclei and �ii� valence
basins, which are characterized by their synaptic order.

A core basin, C�X�, where X stands for a nucleus, is
usually representative of electrons not involved in the chemi-
cal bonding, namely, nonvalence and internal-shell electrons.
The valence basins are distinguished according to the num-
ber of core basins with which they share a common bound-
ary �synaptic order�. A valence basin V�X� is monosynaptic
and corresponds to lone-pair or nonbonding regions. A
V�X ,Y� basin is disynaptic: it binds the core of two nuclei X
and Y and, thus, corresponds to a bonding region between X
and Y. In principle, the topological analysis of ELF should
be restrained to all-electron densities since, without core
electrons, there is no core basins and, thus, no way of rigor-
ously define the synaptic orders of the valence basins. It has
been shown, however, that it is possible to extend the ELF
approach and carry out calculations using pseudopotentials.82

If using large-core pseudopotentials, the number and the lo-
cation of the valence basins are identical to the all-electron
case; using small-core pseudopotentials provides an external
core: well-defined basins can thus be constructed.83

As seen from Table IX, there is almost no difference
between the ELF/SDD and ELF/CRENBS approaches. In
both cases, six basins are detected for �Pb�H2O��2+ and four
for �Pb�OH��+. No disynaptic valence basins V�Pb,O� are
identified: this is due to the use of large-core pseudopoten-
tials. This has some advantage in the present case as it is
possible to define ELF charges for the Pb nucleus. The situ-
ation is different for ELF/CRENBLC. Indeed, as a C�Pb�
basin now exists �corresponding to the 5d10 electrons�, two
disynaptic V�Pb,O� basins appear.

D. Quantitative comparisons

1. †Pb„H2O…‡

2+

At the B3LYP/SDD level of calculation, the NBO analy-
sis �Table VIII� finds Pb�II� to have the 6s1.996p0.08 electronic
configuration; that of the oxygen atom is 1s22s1.772p5.36.
Each of the hydrogen atoms has a 1s0.39 natural occupancy.
The NBO charges amount, respectively, to +1.93, −1.14, and
+0.61 �2�. These charges, and especially that on the lead
atom, are in excellent agreement with those obtained from
the NBO analysis using the CRENBS �1.93� and the CREN-
BLC �1.95� pseudopotentials, and also with the AIM/
CRENBLC �1.89�, ELF/SDD �1.86�, and ELF/CRENBS
�1.88� charges. The lone pairs of the oxygen atoms are found
to be �i� a sp1.14 hybrid pointing from O toward Pb which has
the right symmetry to overlap the axial 6p0 orbital, and �ii� a
pure 2p orbital, parallel to another 6p0 orbital of Pb2+. These
conclusions remain the same if using the CRENBS or the
CRENBLC pseudopotentials. From this analysis, and espe-
cially due to the very small occupation of the 6p orbitals, it is
clear that the double charge essentially remains on Pb: the
charge transfer occurring from the water ligand to the cation
is less than 0.1 electron.

The ELF/SDD and ELF/CRENBS decompositions are

almost identical: two disynaptic valence basins are observed
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and correspond to the OH bonds. The oxygen atom is fur-
thermore given a core basin and two monosynaptic valence
basins corresponding to the lone pairs: these two ones are
populated by a total of 4.34 electrons. A monosynaptic va-
lence basin �occupation: 2.14� describes the 6s2 electrons of
the Pb2+ cation. The situation is a priori different using the
small-core CRENBLC pseudopotential. A C�Pb� basin now
appears and account for 9.93 electrons: these are the 5d10

external core electrons. Still, V�Pb�, C�O�, and two V�O,H�
basins exist and have the same interpretation and almost the
same population as previously. The main difference is the
disappearance of the V�O� monosynaptic basins: they have
evolved into V�Pb,O� disynaptic basins, the total population
of which amounts to 4.36 electrons. This number is identical
to the V�O� population found for ELF/SDD and ELF/
CRENBLC. In fact, a careful inspection of these basins
shows that they are almost identical to the V�O� basins ob-
served previously. Only a very weak contribution from the
metal is found: it is, however, to be remembered that the
metal cation is not expected to provide electrons. The charge
transfer obtained from the ELF charges is slightly larger than
0.1 electron, in agreement with the NBO and AIM calcula-
tions.

The weakness of this charge transfer lets to think that
other reasons are responsible for the stability of the complex:
electrostatic effects may be essential. Indeed, the C2v geom-
etry is well explained from orbital and electrostatic notions
which, in that case, reinforce each other. It is expected that
the stabilization induced by the Pb2+ /H2O charge/dipole in-
teraction is optimal within the C2v symmetry ��=180° �.
Moreover, in such a structure a significant overlap between
the axial lone pair of H2O and an empty 6p �axial 6pz� or-
bital of Pb2+ can occur, which also favors �=180°. Such an
overlap also occurs between the b �out-of-plane� lone pair of
H2O and another empty 6p orbital of Pb2+: this could lead to
�=90° but no stabilization from electrostatics is to be ex-
pected in that case. In fact, in the 180° conformation, the
b-symmetry lone pair of H2O is also parallel to an empty 6p
orbital of Pb2+: an overlap, and, thus, a stabilizing charge
transfer from the ligand to the cation is allowed.

The existence of V�Pb,O� basins, the attractors of which
are localized at only 0.58 Å from the oxygen centers and as
far as 2.21 Å from the Pb center, can be seen as another
indicator of a dative bond between the cation and the water
ligand.84,85

The NBO analysis leads to the same conclusion; al-
though not providing bond orbitals between the two frag-
ments, the natural orbitals described below show the proper
overlaps �� and 
� to favor a dative bond. From this inter-
pretation it is to be concluded that the binding come from
both electrostatic and covalence contributions, the respective
contributions of which to the binding energy will be investi-
gated in the next section.

2. †Pb„OH…‡

+

At the B3LYP/SDD level of calculations, for which the
molecule is found linear, a NBO analysis shows that Pb�II� is
described by the 6s1.926p0.37 natural electronic configuration;

2 1.81 5.48
that of the oxygen atom is 1s 2s 2p . The hydrogen
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atom has a 1s0.41 natural occupancy. The NBO charges
amount to, respectively, +1.71, −1.29, and +0.59 �Table
VIII�. In contrast to �Pb�H2O��2+, a natural bond orbital en-
sures the Pb–O bond. It corresponds to the overlap of a
Pb�II� natural orbital having a 3.6% 6s contribution and
96.4% 6p �axial� character with an oxygen sp hybrid char-
acterized by a 50.8% 2s contribution and 49.2% 2p charac-
ter. The OH bond is ensured by another oxygen sp orbital
interacting with 1sH. All remaining occupied orbitals exhibit
an atomic character.

At the B3LYP/CRENBS and B3LYP/CRENBLC levels,
the complex is bent. The NBO analysis does not reveal any
important change going from a pseudopotential to the other,
and we here report the values obtained for CRENBLC. The
natural electronic configuration of Pb�II� is 6s1.966p0.34; that
of the oxygen atom is 1s22s1.842p5.41. The hydrogen atom has
a 1s0.44 natural occupancy. The NBO charges are, respec-
tively, +1.70, −1.25, and +0.56 �Table VIII�. The bonding
between the fragments is ensured by a natural orbital built
from an almost pure 6p orbital for Pb2+ and from an sp
hybrid for oxygen �10% s character and 90% p character�.
This orbital is, however, essentially developed on the oxygen
atom. The OH bond comes from the interaction of an sp2.2

hybrid of the oxygen atom. The lone pairs of the oxygen are,
respectively, a pure 2p orbital and an in-plane sp0.7 hybrid.
Still, the remaining occupied orbitals are pure atomic orbit-
als.

In both cases, the charge transfer from the anionic ligand
to the cation is high �about 0.3 electron� and a � covalent
bond is formed.

Using the CRENBLC pseudopotential, both ELF and
AIM predict an identical charge of 1.56 on the metallic cen-
ter, which correspond to a 0.44 electron transfer. As seen
from Table IX, five ELF basins are obtained. As expected
C�O� and V�O,H� basins appear and integrate to 2.12 and
1.71 electrons, respectively. The C�Pb� basin accounts for
9.94 electrons �5d10�. The V�Pb� basin, expected to account
for the chemical 6s shell, has been enriched by 0.44 electron,
essentially coming from oxygen. It is to be noticed that this
basin has been repelled from the Pb nucleus with respect to
its position in �Pb�H2O��2+: 1.815 vs 1.733 Å. This is easily
explained remembering that

�i� the Pb–O bond length is significantly shorter in
�Pb�OH��+ than in �Pb�H2O��2+;

�ii� there is a very directional lone pair of the oxygen
atom pointing towards Pb2+: this is in contrast to the
situation observed in �Pb�H2O��2+, in which the two
V�O� localization basins exhibit a “rabbit-ear” shape
towards Pb2+.

Consequently, the electronic density on the Pb nucleus and
the attractor as well are shifted outside in order to minimize
electronic repulsions. Finally, the V�Pb,O� basin is observed
and integrates for 5.74 electrons: it accounts for the chemical
2s22p4 electrons of the oxygen atom interacting with the
metal, 0.30 of them being integrated formally in the V�O,H�
basin �population amounting to 1.70 electron�. The attractor
associated with this disynaptic basin is about the same dis-

tance from the oxygen center �0.57 Å� but significantly far-
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ther from the Pb nucleus �2.35 Å� than its analog in
�Pb�H2O��2+. Here, since the three lone pairs remaining on
the oxygen center cannot point towards Pb anymore, the at-
tractor corresponding to the 5.74 electron V�Pb,O� basin is
not to be found anymore “between” Pb and O, as was the
case for the V�Pb,O� attractors in �Pb�H2O��2+, but it is
shifted outside this space, beyond the O center. Although the
Pb–O bond length has shortened, the distance between Pb
and the attractor associated with the V�Pb,O� basin has thus
increased. This valence basin, however, is essentially due to
oxygen �for 5.57 electrons�: the metal is not expected to
provide electron since it is here an acceptor by means of the
6p0 orbitals. Such a large transfer �0.43�, the existence of a
disynaptic valence basin for which the oxygen atom contrib-
utes the most, and the fact that the attractor associated with
this basin is localized in the vicinity of the oxygen center are
in agreement with the NBO analysis and allow concluding
for a donor-acceptor interaction between the fragments.

E. CSOV energy decompositions

From the sole use of the previous analyses, it might be
concluded that the stability of these complexes can be ex-
plained from a small charge transfer coupled to strong elec-
trostatic interactions. Things may, however, be more subtle
and it was found of interest to complement the NBO, AIM,
and ELF analyses by interaction energy decompositions.
They have been performed within the CSOV scheme as
implemented in a modified version of HONDO95.3.86 The
above-defined interaction energy 	E between two fragments
A �ligand� and B �metal cation� is split into different compo-
nents,

	E = E1 + E2 + �E ,

where

E1 = EFC,

E2 = Epol + Ect = EpolA + EpolB + EctA→B + EctB→A,

TABLE X. CSOV energy decompositions �kcal/mol�
B for Pb�II�.

�Pb�H2O��2+

CRENBLD
C2v

CRENBS
C2v

S

	E −53.4 −59.7 −6
E1=EFC −21.443 −25.959 −1
EpolB −1.741 −1.080 −
EpolA −15.435 −15.657 −1
EctA→B −14.473 −15.181 −1
EctB→A −0.188 −3.155 −
E2 −31.837 −35.073 −3
�E −0.121 +1.332 −
E 40.2% 43.5% 2
�E = 	E − E1 − E2.
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E1 �EFC� includes electrostatic and exchange/Pauli repulsion
terms.

E2 is the sum of a charge transfer �Ect� term and of a
polarization �Epol� term which both can be split into contri-
butions originating from A and B.

�E accounts for some many-body terms having different
physical origins,87–90 and not considered into the standard
CSOV decomposition since they are expected to be small
compared to 	E.

Such an approach has been validated within the frame-
work of DFT91–95 and has recently been extended to pseudo-
potential calculations on monohydrate cations of heavy �or
not� elements.55 With such an energy decomposition, it can a
priori be established clearly what is the dominant origin of
the complexation energy; this makes then possible to charac-
terize the complex as a covalent �E2 is the largest component
in this case� or as an electrostatic �E1 is the largest compo-
nent� species. The weight E of the electrostatic component is
defined as

E = E1/	E .

In the version of HONDO we have used, there is no handling
of h�1=5� spherical harmonics so that the energy decompo-
sitions could not be performed using the exact SDD pseudo-
potential: we thus use thereafter a modified pseudopotential
�SDD*� in which the h component has been removed.

1. †Pb„H2O…‡

2+

It is seen from Table X that this complex results, at the
CSOV/B3LYP/CRENBLD and CSOV/B3LYP/CRENBS
levels of calculation, from a subtle equilibrium between elec-
trostatic and covalent forces. For CRENBS, E1 amounts to
43.5% �E� whereas E2 accounts for 58.7% of 	E: there is
thus a slight preference for covalence. The analysis of E2

points out to two main contributions. The first one consists in
a strong, expected, contribution due to the polarization of
water by the dication �EpolA�. This component is reinforced
by an equally large contribution originating from the charge
transfer occurring from the water ligand toward the dication.
This large transfer has by itself two different origins �Fig.

e B3LYP/PP calculations. A stands for the ligand and

�Pb�OH��+

CRENBLD
Cs

CRENBS
Cs

SDD*

linear

−343.7 −363.6 −368.8
−238.9 −242.95 −226.7
−16.04 −16.13 −22.15
−37.08 −45.33 −43.85
−48.20 −58.30 −67.16
−0.353 −1.70 −0.72

−101.67 −121.46 −133.88
−3.13 0.81 −8.2
69.5% 66.8% 61.5%
of th

DD*

C2v

1.2
7.88
2.18
6.91
8.76
0.99
8.84
4.48
9.2%
1�d��. First, the overlap of the two �/axial hybrids mentioned
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above: such an overlap is recognized by the NBO analysis to
be large and stabilizing enough to consider the resulting in-
teraction as bonding. Second, the possible charge transfer
from a p-
 lone pair of the water ligand to an empty p�-
�
orbital of Pb2+: the NBO analysis considers that the overlap
between these two orbitals is not high enough to characterize
it as an effective bond, but the CSOV analysis indicates that
such an interaction also significantly contributes to the cova-
lent character of the interaction between the two fragments.
These two contributions account for 88% of E2 and for 52%
of 	E. We here recover the interesting conclusion95 that a
small charge transfer as about 0.1 electron can induce impor-
tant energy stabilization: in the present case, as large as about
15 kcal/mol of the total interaction energy comes from
EctA→B. This is about 25% of the total interaction energy. The
electrostatic component �E1� accounts for about 42% of the
total energy. Moreover, the charge transfer contribution is
complemented by an equally large contribution due to the
strong polarization of the water ligand: 26% supplemental in
favor of E2 are recovered. Just with these two components,
covalence overcomes electrostatics. With a E value amount-
ing to about 43.5%, the �Pb�H2O��2+ entity appears interme-
diate between the �Zn�H2O��2+ �43.0%� and �Cd�H2O��2+

�45.9%� species.55

Using SDD* reinforces the value of E2: E falls down to
29.2%, close to the value observed for �Hg�H2O��2+ �29.5%�
in which, as in �Au�H2O��+ �3.3%�, the charge transfer term
was found to be the largest component of the interaction
energy decomposition due to particular relativistic effects
such as the lowering of the 6s0 level.55

2. †Pb„OH…‡

+

Due to the charged character of both interacting entities,
a CSOV analysis �Table X� reveals that E1 is the major sta-
bilizing component of 	E. The CRENBS charge transfer
component from OH− to Pb2+ amounts to −58.30 kcal/mol, a
value representing 48% of E2 but only 16% of 	E. The po-
larization of the negative charge of the ligand by the doubly
charge of the cation is also high: −45.33 kcal/mol. In con-
trast to the previous complex, these two components alto-
gether cannot overcome the very stabilizing value of E1 re-
sulting from the attraction of an anion by a dication:
consequently, the complex is found by the CSOV decompo-
sition to be of electrostatic nature despite the intrinsic high
values obtained for the covalent components. The same
trends are observed for the SDD* calculations which, as seen
previously, slightly reinforces E2 with respect to E1.

Using the B3LYP/CRENBLD approach once again re-
veals some striking features when compared to B3LYP/
CRENBS or to B3LYP/SDD. The 20 kcal/mol difference be-
tween both approaches for 	E can be explained almost
completely by variations in the components of E2 which are
equally distributed between the charge transfer from the
ligand to the cation and the polarization of the ligand. Both
are about 10 kcal/mol lower than at the B3LYP/CRENBS
level. These results seem consistent with an improper
electronic description of the valence of Pb�II� using the

60
CRENBLD pseudopotential used as such �also see Sec. V�.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of comparisons to Hartree-Fock and B3LYP
four-component relativistic calculations using an all-electron
basis set, the reliability of using scalar relativistic CRENBS
or SDD pseudopotentials in describing the �Pb�H2O��2+ and
�Pb�OH��+ complexes has been established. Close structural
and energetical results are obtained when using these
pseudopotentials. The results of the population analyses
�NBO, AIM, and ELF� are close as well. The CSOV com-
plexation energy decompositions show that both complexes
are rather covalent complexes.

�Pb�H2O��2+ is unambiguously found C2v. The ELF/
SDD and ELF/CRENBS analyses show two V�O� valence
basins corresponding to the oxygen lone pairs, whereas the
ELF/CRENBL approach exhibits two shared disynaptic
V�Pb,O� basins. These disynaptic basins reflect the partial
covalent character of the interaction found by the CSOV de-
composition. They cannot be observed with the large-core
SDD and CRENBS pseudopotentials.

�Pb�OH��+ can be found bent or linear depending on the
computational methodology used. When Cs is found, the bar-
rier to inversion through the C�v structure is found very low,
and could be overcome at high enough temperature, making
the molecule floppy, which may have repercussions on its
gas-phase rotational and/or vibrational spectra. A dynamic
treatment is thus required to get a proper description of this
phenomenon and will be reported in due time.
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